
Support that counts for years.
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Nearly 30 years ago we sought out to solve a problem farmers face year after year. And each 

year since, we have provided our solutions to custom fit tractors, new and old. Command 

Hydraulics created and patented the PumpDoctor, installed between the PTO pump and the 

tractor, to help support not only your PTO pump (and extending it’s l ife up to three times), but 

also your bottom line.  

Benefits:
› eliminates vibration and stress on the pump
› extends pump life by two or three times
› reduces pressure gauge flutter
› prevents hose breakage
› reduces wear and stress on gears and bearings
› reduces wear and stress on the PTO shaft
› easy to install and remove
› saves downtime and operator frustration
› available for all tractor and pump makes and models
› Case IH › Kinze  › Eaton

› White  › Prince  › John Deere

› and more
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Ask about HydraBoost - a hydraulic booster to help large 
hydraulic-driven planters run seamlessly with tractors - new or old.  

PumpDoctor
Each and every PumpDoctor is hand-built, 

and built-to-order with quality craftsmanship 

in our shop in Minnesota. We use only the 

highest quality of steel and raw materials 

available, making the PumpDoctor built to 

last and endure many years of rugged use. 
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How it works

The PumpDoctor is installed between the PTO 

pump and the tractor - and once installed, the 

weight of the PTO pump is taken off of the PTO 

shaft and thus transfered to the tractor frame. 

Plus, the PumpDoctor holds the PTO pump 

rigid to the tractor - which in turn reduces PTO 

pump vibration and PTO shaft failure. 

PumpDoctor attached to PTO pump

Additional PumpDoctor Products

PumpDoctor for Roller Pumps
› Economical support bracket for all roller     
   pumps such as Hypro Pumps

PumpDoctor for Turbo 90 Turbine Pumps
› Support bracket for Turbo 90 Turbine Pumps
› Eliminates the need to purchase expensive    
   couplers

PumpDoctor for Gear Pumps
› Eliminates vibration and stress on the PTO   
   shaft when attached to very heavy gear   
   pumps


